We describe a new technique, femtosecond transillumination optical coherence tomography, for time-gated imaging of objects embedded in scattering media. Time gating is performed with a fiber-optic interferometer with femtosecond pulses and coherent heterodyne detection to achieve a 130-dB dynamic range. A confocal imaging arrangement provides additional spatial discrimination against multiply scattered light. By time gating ballistic photons, we achieve 125-,um-resolution images of absorbing objects in media 27 scattering mean free paths thick. We derive a fundamental limit on ballistic imaging thickness based on quantum noise considerations.
Optical imaging of biological tissue is attractive because optical radiation is nonionizing and spectroscopic information on tissue pathology may be obtained. For these reasons, transillumination breast imaging has become an active area of investigation as a possible alternative to mammography. Timeand spatially resolved optical imaging methods attempt to increase image resolution by discriminating against multiply scattered light. Spatially resolved methods, including confocal imaging,' optical heterodyning, 2 and spatially incoherent imaging techniques, 3 reject transmitted light having certain directionality or spatial coherence properties.
A short pulse of light propagating through tissue will be lengthened by multiple scattering. A shadowgram of hidden objects may be reconstructed by time gating the early-arriving leastscattered light from the later-arriving diffuse, or multiply scattered, light. Incoherent time-gating methods, including electronic, 4 streak camera, 5 ' 6 and various nonlinear gating 7 l 9 techniques, do not require a uniform phase front across the entire detector aperture. In contrast, coherent timegating methods detect only light with spatial and phase coherence. Coherent approaches are based on both traditional 1 0 and electronic 1 " time-resolved holographic and interferometric1 2 methods.
In this Letter we describe femtosecond transillumination optical coherence tomography, a novel coherent imaging technique for simultaneous timeand spatially resolved imaging in scattering media. Time-resolved photon migration is investigated for what is to our knowledge the first time with the use of coherent detection. The coherent portion of a pulse transmitted through a scattering medium is found to emerge in separate ballistic and diffuse components. Time-gated imaging of hidden objects is demonstrated by selection of only ballistic light. Imaging with ballistic light achieves high resolution; however, quantum noise and tissue damage thresholds fundamentally limit the detection of ballistic light to breast tissue samples thinner than -4 mm. Purely spatially resolved ballistic imaging techniques are shown to be inferior to time-gated methods.
In transillumination optical coherence tomography, short-coherence-length light transmitted through a specimen is temporally resolved by interferometric detection. Short pulses (50 to 400 fs) at 830 nm are generated by an 80-MHz mode-locked Ti:A1 2 0 3 laser and coupled into a fiber-optic Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 1) . Light retroreflected from a reference delay mirror is recombined with temporally broadened light transmitted through the sample. Interference is observed only for the component of the transmitted pulse that is coherent with and temporally overlaps the reference pulse. The modelocked Ti:A1 2 0 3 laser was chosen because of its high output power and broad wavelength tunability; however, short-coherence-length cw sources may also be used.
In the sample path, a confocal imaging arrangement provides directional rejection of scattered and spatially incoherent photons by the single-mode fiber aperture.1 3 The fiber coupling requirement is equiv- 
To investigate coherent photon migration, we measured the temporal behavior of the transmitted pulse through uniform scattering media. A 5-mmlong cuvette containing various concentrations of 1-/.tm-diameter latex microspheres suspended in water was placed in the sample arm. Light leaving the single-mode fiber was focused by a 12-mm focallength diode collimating objective into the center of the cuvette. We measured the time-resolved coherent scattering profiles by scanning the reference arm path length and detecting the interference signal. Figure 3 shows the normalized magnitude of the interference signal versus the coherence-gate delay for increasing optical thickness, measured in the number of scattering MFP's computed from Mie theory. The delay is displayed in normalized units of ct/nL, where t is the actual time delay, c/n is the speed of light in the medium, and L is the sample length. For readability, the interference signal amplitudes are normalized to the same peak height; however, the absolute magnitudes attenuate with increasing scatterer concentration. For relatively transparent suspensions (0 to 15 MFP's) the laser power was attenuated to prevent detector saturation. Without attenuation, self-phase modulation in the fiber optics produced a reduction in the coherence length.
According to Fig. 3 , the coherence-gated transmitted light consists of an unscattered ballistic component and a temporally broadened diffuse component. The diffuse component contains the fraction of multiply scattered light that retains enough spatial and phase coherence to permit both confocal and coherent detection, respectively. The profiles demonstrate that a substantial amount of late-arriving light is coherent for samples thicker than 20 MFP's. The division into ballistic and diffuse components is qualitatively similar to earlier studies of time-resolved scattering with incoherentgating techniques.' 4 "5 The points a, b, and c in Fig. 3 correspond to the normalized delay where the resolution chart images of Fig. 2 were obtained. Imaging of the ballistic light only (point a) results in theoretically diffraction-limited images, while selecting increasingly later diffuse light (points b and c) leads to progressively reduced image resolution. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the exponential attenuation of the ballistic and diffuse peaks versus an increasing number of scattering MFP's, or equivalent sample thickness. The transmitted ballistic component attenuates by l1e for every additional scattering MFP. This exponential decay with sample thickness implies that ballistic imaging may be performed only through relatively thin samples. A fundamental limit on both coherent and incoherent ballistic imaging through turbid media may be established by noting that the ballistic light must be detectable above the quantum shot-noise limit. For the case of perfect detector quantum efficiency, this limit is described by where a signal-to-noise ratio of one has been assumed as the detectivity limit, Lballistic is the maximum sample thickness, out is the total attenuation coefficient (equal to the sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients), E is the total optical energy delivered per spatial resolution element during detection, and hz' is the photon energy.
Tissue optical damage thresholds limit the maximum intensity that may be delivered to each pixel during detection, establishing a maximum ballistic imaging sample thickness through Eq. (1) of IttL 36 MFP's." 6 For applications in early breast cancer diagnosis, the MFP's for both fatty and fibroglandular breast tissue are typically less than 100 ,um,' 7 "1 8 defining a maximum ballistic imaging thickness of -4 mm. Linear increases in optical power, data acquisition time, and number of averages affect only the maximum thickness as the logarithm and do not alter the limit appreciably.
Ballistic imaging with pure spatial discrimination techniques is further limited because a substantial amount of diffuse light may still be spatially coherent at the detector even when significant scattering has occurred. According to Fig. 3 , high-resolution imaging with the use of spatially resolved methods is limited to the regime in which the ballistic component intensity overwhelms the delay-integrated diffuse component intensity, i.e., to specimens thinner than -15-20 scattering MFP's (less than -2 mm of breast tissue) for this imaging geometry.
Since ballistic imaging with any optical imaging technique is fundamentally limited by quantum noise to thin tissue samples, a practical time-domain imaging system must rely on the gating of early-arriving diffuse light. The inset of Fig. 3 shows that, compared with ballistic light, the transmitted coherent diffuse component attenuates by approximately a factor of 10 more slowly in the exponential with sample thickness. Thus early-arriving diffuse-light gated images should be possible through tissues of the order of centimeters thick.
